Photo Five Final Project – Fall 2016

Final Project – 100 points

The Final Project will present Twenty-five (25) images as a Flickr album. You will post the link to this album in discussions area. These must be your best images photographed during this quarter. The photographs may be from assignments or from your independent work. Images will be graded on originality, treatment of subject matter, technical execution and final presentation. You should consider sequencing and organization of the album. Each image must have a short one to two sentence description to indicate which of the Photo Five skills they illustrate. You will also submit an essay of 300+ words about your final project with the link.

- Twenty-five (25) images as a Flickr album from this quarter
- Keyword of “Final Project” on each image
- All photo must be in our Flickr group
- Short one to two sentence description on EACH image to indicate which of the skills you learned from Photo Five they illustrate*
- Essay of 300+ words

Also, comment on five (5) fellow students projects in Canvas for full points. Comments should refer to the composition, lighting, ideas and concepts illustrated in their photographs.

DEADLINE: ALL Final Projects and comments must be posted in the Canvas discussions by the deadline.

NO LATE Final Projects

If you wish to print your final project, see below.

*For the final, make sure to add the descriptions under each photograph for the reason it is included in your Photo Five final project. You can comment on composition, technical aspects or a relationship with one of the photographers we studied or you read about during the class.
The Final Project PRINT will present twelve prints. These must be your best images photographed during the quarter. The photographs may be from assignments or from your independent work. Images will be graded on originality, treatment of subject matter, technical execution and final presentation. You will also submit a reflection in Canvas about your project and indicate you will submit it to me in class.

EXTRA CREDIT: You may submit up to two additional images for extra credit. You will also get extra credit for each photograph you present in a window matt.

(Please put your name and email on the portfolio and on the back of every print.)

DUE: Twelve (12) unmatted prints sized 8”x10” or 8”x12” (or larger)

DEADLINE: Portfolio must be received by the final meeting (You must still do the reflection and feedback in Canvas and indicate you are printing as well as submit 08 Module Discussion.)